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'Realistic deterrence':  Laird 
Nixon seeks stiff alliances 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President 
Nixon's blueprint for building a 
generation of peace through stiffened 
free world alliance and "vigorous 
negotiation from a position of strength" 
was mapped for Congress yesterday. 
Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird 
call it a "atratedy of realistic 
deterrence." 
He said the strategy's essential 
foundation is maintenance of a strong 
free world military capability to steer 
American on "a prudent middle course 
between two policy extremes world 
policeman or new isolationism." 
The strategy is aimed at expanding 
present U.S. nuclear deterrency to 
deterrency of theater war in Europe or 
Asia and local wars such as Indochina as 
weU by marshalling free world military 
power, Liard said, he told newsmen after 
the closed House  Armed Services 
Committee hearing. 
LAIRD MAPPED the strategy in his 
annual defense posture statement on the 
$76 billion defense budget for the fiscal 
year beginning July 1, 1971. 
He proposed limited expansion of the 
Safeguard anti-missile system to 
"enhance the chances" for a U.S. option 
for going to a full 12-site Safeguard 
system if the arms talks sre not suc- 
cessful. 
"Until it becomes clear that an 
agreement adequately constraining the 
Soviet threat to our retaliatory forces is 
attainable," he said, "the program will 
proceed in an orderly and timely man- 
ner." 
The 1972 minimum program proposes 
construction of three ABM sites to 
protect U.S. Minuteman missiles. And 
Nixon asked for a fourth site either at 
Washington, D.C.,    or Warren Air Force 
Base, Wyo.-which would protect the 
nuclear command centers in Colorado 
and Omaha, Neb.-with the President 
deciding which on the basis of arms talks 
progress. 
LAIRD ALSO: 
-Disclosed Red China may have test- 
fired an intercontinental ballistic missile 
several thousand miles sometime late 
last year, which could make it a nuclear 
threat in 1973 althouth that threat still is 
not expected before 1974 or 1975. 
-Said "there is evidence of a large new 
Soviet ICBM" but said the Pentagon does 
not know if it is a new missile or a 
modification of the Soviets' giant SS 9. 
-Said the administration's peacetime 
military forces goal is 2.5 million men 
and women, one million below Vietman 
peaks, that will cost only 7 per cent of the 
Gross National Product. 
New U. course 
achieving goals 
Still tight 
N — ipholo by ODV. Elbr.cht 
For many graduating seniors, exparitnc.es at the Carter Planning 
and Placement Center have been frustrating with this year's tight 
job stiuation. A report released recently by President Moore's "blue 
ribbon" panel indicated job hunters will have to work harder to find 
employment. 
**• • •* *•• 
Moore ok's report 
By Gale Bogle 
Staff Reporter 
President Hollis A. Moore said he is 
satisfied with the report by the blue 
ribbon committee established to study 
the job situation for graduating seniors. 
Dr. Moore said the report will have to 
be studied in detail so that sections of it 
can be pulled and given to the people who 
are in the best position to implement 
them. 
Although the report was to focus in 
part on problems of seniors graduating 
this June, Dr. Moore said it contained 
more     long-range suggestions than 
short-range suggestions. 
The report said that students are 
going to have to work harder themselves 
at finding jobs. It also added that 
students with average grades and those 
in over-crowded employment fields will 
be forced to seek employment in alter- 
nate areas. 
DR. MOORE SAID the biggest help 
that could be given to seniors would be to 
help them create better contacts with 
less well-known employers, and also 
refer them to jobs closely related to their 
specialties. 
The recommendations of the report 
re-emphasized the shortage of jobs both 
locally and nationally, according to Dr. 
Moore. 
More funds for the placement office 
itself are not indicated by the report and 
were not asked for in the next budget, he 
said, adding that he thought the 
placement office was doing a good job. 
Dr. Moore emphasized that in the 
future the initiative in finding jobs will be 
with the students themselves. 
THE REPORT INDICATES that 
some   new    and   more   diversified 
programs will be needed to provide 
training for students for jobs that do exist 
Dr. Moore said. 
One area Dr. Moore said would be 
looked into will be the various health 
professions, not in the sense of a medical 
college to produce doctors, but in other 
allied health fields. 
The committee which was set up in 
February by Dr. Moore to try to discover 
ways to help graduating seniors find jobs 
came up with a list of 30 recom- 
mendations which would assist students 
in their serach. 
The report recommended that 
vocational counseling programs be 
established for freshmen and un 
derclassmen in departments where they 
don't exist and strengthening those 
programs that do exist as well as offering 
a course that would give the student a 
more realistic picture of the employment 
situation in general. 
By Terry Cochran 
Staff Reporter 
A unique group of informal courses, 
from "The Study of Peace" to "Why 
People Vote for Delbert Latta," were 
begun during last spring's campus 
turbulence. 
Under the broad title of "The New 
University," the non-credit courses 
were, for many students, an answer to a 
regular curriculum that too often gave 
them facts they didn't want to know, and 
little opportunity for valid academic 
changes. 
The New U. tried to action-orient 
discussion-what one, as student and 
individual, can do to effect change. 
The end of spring quarter saw much of 
the enthusiasm for the program die, as a 
long summer and a new school year 
stretched ahead. 
AND ALTHOUGH several of the 
courses drew crowds and many others 
were well-attended, most didn't get 
beyond discussion and Into concrete 
proposals for change. 
At least one New U. class, 
"Humanizing the University Through 
Better Evaluation," not only stuck 
together throughout last summer and 
this school year, but was also able to get 
information it compiled into the Faculty 
Senate's recent report on alternative 
grading systems. 
Jane Fero, a graduate assistant and 
one of the course's instructors, explained 
that last spring she got together with 
Roger Coate, senior (A & S), and Trevor 
Phillips, director of experimental 
studies, in hopes of exploring more 
meaningful grading systems in the New 
U. 
She said that eventually the in- 
structors and their following in the 
course splintered. 
FOUR PEOPLE worked on her part 
of the course over the summer, and 
several more were picked up in the fall. 
"What we did basically was write to 
schools all over the country which were 
experimenting in different grading 
systems," Mrs. Fero said. "Wefoundout 
the problems encountered by these 
universities and the reactions of those 
involved." 
David Fero, graduate student in the 
master of arts, program and Jane's 
husband, said most of the references 
were derived from a Phi Beta Kappa 
honorary fraternity journal and from the 
Brown Report, a paper from Brown 
University. 
The Brown Report is a detailed study 
of alternative university grading 
systems. 
The colleges queried included the 
University of California and its branches, 
Wisconsin University, Michigan State, 
Antioch, the University of Hawaii and 
others. 
"We also took an on-canipus survey of 
student opinions in Kreisciier, Founders 
and Rogers, as well as in fraternity 
houses," Mrs. Fero said. "W, com- 
bined this with our other information and 
eventually took it to an academic policy 
meeting of the Faculty Senate." 
She explained that the courses major 
goal was to try to make one big change, 
one big proposal backed up by research. 
She added that without the research they 
were powerless. 
The "big change" sought by the 
group, according to Mrs. Fero, was 
extending the satisfactory- 
unsatisfactory grading option to courses 
other than electives. 
This change was realized when 
Faculty Senate in February recom- 
mended that students should be per- 
mitted to take S-U courses to fulfill 
major, minor, group and other 
requirements according to standards set 
by college and departmental councils. 
Senate also expanded to 12 the 
number of S-U courses a student could 
take during his baccalaureate program. 
PRIOR TO HAVING its ideas and 
information included in a Senate report, 
the group met with Dr. Stanley Coffman, 
vice president of academic affairs. 
They also made a presentation before 
academic council. 
Members of the course, besides the 
Feros, included Sue Rohal, sophomore 
(Ed.), Marc Spaulding, sophomore 
(A&S), Tom Say, sophomore (Ed.), and 
Cindy Zender, sophomore (Ed.). 
David Fero said the "Humanizing the 
U." always remained more of a class 
than any kind of student body. He said 
the  group  represented   no  one,   and 
carried out is activities in the context of a 
learning process. 
"AFTER THE Faculty Senate came 
out with its report on alternative grading, 
we compared it with ours and tried to 
come up with differences and similarities 
between the proposals," Fero explained. 
"The course is still a learning experience 
even though it seldom meets now." 
Fero said the basic function of the 
group was to come up with information 
from other schools, survey the students 
here and make recommendations. 
In a summarizing letter, Fero wrote 
that the faculty committees involved 
were warm and helpful, and that 
students and faculty can work together in 
a scholarly fashion to make necessary 
changes. 
Filibuster stays 
after cloture 
motion defeated 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Backers of a 
move to ease the Senate's filibuster rules 
shifted their sights to 1973 yesterday 
after suffering their fourth straight 
defeat this year. 
"We are moving toward the day when 
a prudent modification will be made in 
this cloture rule," said Sen. Frank 
Church (D-Idaho). "I feel confident 
that at the opening of the next Congress it 
may succeed." The next Congress 
convenes in January 1973. 
Church is one of the chief sponsors of a 
proposed change in rule3 which would 
make it possible for a three-fifths 
majority of senators voting to break off a 
filibuster. 
THE PRESENT RULE requires a 
two-thirds majority, and it was this rule 
that Church and his supporters were a 
unable to overcome in four tries. 
Yesterday's vote was 55 to 39, eight 
short of the required two-thirds. 
Pat Haley moves up to head coach 
By Harold Brawn 
Sports Editor 
Pat Haley, assistant basketball coach 
under Bob Conibear during the past 
season, was named yesterday to fill the 
head basketball coaching position from 
which Conibear resigned three weeks 
ago. 
The announcement was made by 
Athletic Director Dr. Robert BeU. 
Haley, who earned three letters as a 
guard on teams led by All-Americans 
Nate Thurmond and Howard Komiues 
before graduating in 1963, is the first BG 
player to return to his alma mater as 
head basketball coach. 
He will be one of the youngest head 
coaches in major college basketball at 
the age of S. 
"AFTER GIVING careful con- 
sideration to more than 50 well-qualified 
candidates, I am convinced we have one 
of the best young coaches in toe nation 
, already on our staff at Bowling Green in 
Pat Haley," Bell said. 
"I have purposely taken more time 
than perhaps some people thought I 
should in making this decision. However, 
I felt it was essential to our program to 
select the best possible man for the job." 
BeU indicated that Haley will be given 
a fair amount of time to develop the 
basketball program. 
"If you have recruited one class and 
they have gone through four years, then I 
believe a coach has been given a fab- 
chance," Haley said. 
"Four years is what I think it will take 
to get the basketball program where we 
want it," he added. 
HALEY SAID he would immediately 
get back on the recruiting trail. "There 
are two ways we can get ready for next 
"We can go to the Junior colleges or 
we can go with the available talent I 
don't believe in going to the Junior 
colleges unless there is a need, because it 
is not fair to the other members of the 
team, but I think there is a need here, "he 
"There is no way that I can get or will 
need more than two JC transfers,'' he 
said. "I'm not looking for Just a body. I 
want a top quality prospect." 
"I have no apprehension about ac- 
cepting the job. I wouldn't have applied 
for it if I didn't think I could do it," Haley 
said. 
"Coaching a major-college basketball 
team today is a gigantic Job because of 
the pressure to win. I would not want to 
be in coaching if the pressure to win was 
not present" 
BELL SAID be had talked with 
many people before the decision was 
made and felt sure that Haley was the 
type of man BG needed for a winning 
basketball program. 
"I don't expect instant success but I 
do believe that Pat's ability as a 
recruiter and a coach will provide the 
excellent program we all desire at the 
University," he said. 
"Being new in my position here," Bell 
said, "and having contacts nationwide, I 
feel that the final decision speaks highly 
of Pat" 
The majority of the applications for 
the coaching Job came from college 
assistants and a few came from head 
coaches at other universities, Bell said. 
Haley said the recruiting picture for 
this spring is bright saying that he is 
close to getting several players in the 6-8, 
6-9 category for next year's freshman 
team. "If we get the players we are close 
to, it will be a good crop." 
"Our biggest selling point is our 
crowd in Anderson Arena. When a 
prospect hears all that noise, he's got to 
be Impressed. Our crowds sound like the 
ones in high school. This is one of the few 
colleges in the U.S. where the crowd still 
makes a lot of noise," Haley said. 
"YOU HAVE to look at the Job with a 
positive attitude. We are not going to lay 
down and play dead next year because 
we're small," Haley said. 
He plans to have a running and 
pressing team. "This is the type of play 
that fills arenas and it is easier on the 
kids to play this type of game." 
Haley also has the task of choosing 
both an assistant and freshman coach but 
said he would wait until the recruiting 
season is completed to name them. 
"By picking an assistant now, I would 
be ruining another schools' recruiting 
program and it would not help our 
program because the new coach would 
not be familiar with the program here." 
He said the decision will probably be 
made about June 1. 
BEFORE COMING to Bowling Green 
last fall, Haley was the top recruiter and 
assistant coach for two years under 
Coach Don Donoher at the University of 
Dayton. 
He started his coaching career in 1963 
as an assistant at Miamisburg High 
School. In 1965, he became head coach 
and directed his teams to a 39-22 record 
in three seasons. In 1967, he was named 
Southwestern Ohio coach of the year as 
his team compiled a 17-4 record. 
In the three seasons Haley played for ^ 
the Falcons, Coach Harold Anderson's 
teams won 50 of 76 games, won two MAC 
titles and played in two NCAA post- 
season tournaments. 
N.wipholo by L.D. FuHa 
Pat Haley 
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why we re doi n   it 
A latter appears elsewhere on this page which raises 
some questions as to possible financial motives behind the 
"Save The News" drive. 
First of all, no financial transaction of any type will be 
taking place with Electra Manufacturing Corp., the 
Wauseon firm that will recycle the newspapers Into in- 
sulation. 
Although Electra normally pays for newspapers 
received through paper drives they request a guarantee of 
a specific tonnage of paper before they agree to dispatch a 
truck to pick them up. ' 
Because this campaign depends on individual support 
the News could not estimate what response the campaign 
would evoke and could not guarantee   Electra that a 
,    specific tonnage would be collected. 
So to secure a truck for the pick-up day, the News 
simply told Electra they could have the papers colected In 
exchange for the use of a truck. 
In case you're interested, each student pays about $3 
per year (from his Student Services fee) for The News. 
Broken down, this amounts to $1 per quarter, or about two- 
and-a-half cents per Issue. 
The purpose of the campaign was neither to "grease the 
wheels" of Electra nor to grease the palms of The News. 
Certainly the company will benefit by receiving the 
newspapers, but In the end It is all of us who will benefit 
from such recycling. 
This campaign was not conceived as a money-making 
effort on our part. 
We were merely trying to coordinate the University 
community In a show of concern over the problems 
surrounding the environment; while at the same time 
providing an opportunity to do something significant about 
It. 
Saving the environment may not be economical from a 
monetary point of view, but there are some things-such as 
clean air-that money may not be able to buy some day. 
If only Industry would realize this. . . 
Opinion 
a pacifier for students 
Eric Furry 
Stadeat Colwnnil 
I suppose that It's not very nice to kick 
an organization suffering from the final 
onslaught of terminal cancer, but 
Student Council earned an attack for its 
actions of last Thursday night. This body 
is supposed to act as a vehicle for the 
presentation of student opinion, although 
most of us have long recognised its 
inadequacy for that purpose. Last 
Thursday, however, action was taken 
that not only deviates from that aim, but 
actually represses student opinion. 
The issue centers around the Spring 
quarter's scheduled election of a student 
representative to the Beard of Trustees. 
For various reasons, many students find 
that they will be unable to cast a ballot 
for any of the three candidates for that 
position. Consequently, a bill was In- 
troduced in Council that would have 
given these students an opportunity to 
present their reasons for not endorsing a 
candidate. Its paasage would have In- 
sured the inclusion of the following on the 
election    ballot: 
If you are not voting for one of the 
candidates for Student Representative to 
the Board of Trustees, please Indicate 
your reason by marking one of the 
following       on       your       ballot: 
(1) I do not feel that any of these 
candidates can adequately represent my 
opinions on the various Issues with which 
they will be confronted. 
(2) I feel that the position does not 
entail enough power to make the 
existence of that position worthwhile. 
(3) I do not recognise the legitimacy 
of the authority of the Board of Trustees, 
and therefore I cannot endorse this ex- 
tension of that authority. 
(4) Other (Please specify on back of 
Mot) 
The concensus of Student Council was 
that it didn't want to hear any opinions of 
this nature. It seemed to fear the 
degradation that would occur if one of 
these alternatives were to receive a 
significant number of votes. That is an 
absurd point of view. If in fact the 
alternatives" were to receive strong 
support, then obviously the position of 
representative (as it currently exists) Is 
not meaningful, and remedial action 
should be taken. 
Council chose to dulude itself and the 
public, however, by killing not only the 
original bill, but also by defeating a 
weakened ammended version. This is a 
blatant act of repression, and should not 
be tolerated. 
I personally consider the position of 
student representative to the Board of 
Trustees to be a mere pacifier for 
students and for the State Legislature 
who have been calling for "viable 
avenues of communication" between 
students and the Board. It is a deception 
because the representative will have 
almost no more power than anyone else 
who attends open Board meettngs-the 
student representative is not only denied 
a vote on the Board, but Is even excluded 
from closed Board meetings except by 
special invitation. 
Furthermore, I do not feel that the 
Board's authority is entirely legitimate, 
especially as it Is exercised in areas of 
academic and social policy. 
Student Council has denied me the 
right to express my opinion on the 
election ballot. Therefore, in lieu of a 
better alternative, I have no choice but to 
refuse to vote, and to urge others to do 
the same. If the winning candidate in the 
forthcoming election polls less than 1,000 
votes, it will be an obvious victory for 
those of us who believe the position of 
student representative to the Board of 
Trustees to be of little value. 
ur man hopp: 
sexual liberation and all 
By Arthur Hoppe 
National Columnist Perfect Affair.  In fact, the secretaries around the office began whispering he'd 
gone crackers. But st last Mrs. Mullems 
Sexual Ubersbon ha. finally arrived^      * Accounting .greed to go along and she 
Have you seen CosmopoUUn thatjStakV-   „,. , perfect* - (3M6-38). 
old magazine for ladle,  lately?   I Just So Ssterriy booked a suite (W.50 a 
hopeno one slips my kids a copy d,y) unier ^ „,„,„ „, Mr  and „„ 
«n5^Ka£5 5fiS *. M e,.°n     G*or«e Sn—hhig and when his dear The Perfect Affair   and how to do it adorable entered the lobby, he gave her a 
all in pictures and captions. The hero Is a 
"Mr. Smashing." The heroine Is 
described as "his dear adorable." 
The first photograph shows them 
embracing in the hotel lobby. "Mr. 
Smashing booked a suite and checked in 
early," ssys the caption. "No fishy looks 
from the desk clerk for his dear 
adorable." 
In succeeding pictures, they have a 
drink together, a bath together and go to 
bed together. Then it's out to dinner and 
off to a strip Joint ("to fan those coals a 
bit"). Then they go to bed. Then they 
have breakfast in bed. Then they stay In 
bed. Then they have a party. Then they. 
Well, "the exquisite weekend" closes 
at the railroad station with: "The 
Finale. 'Until next time,' he whispers. 'I 
only wish I could tell your husband how 
lucky he is.'" 
I only wish I could tell you how hunted 
my friend, Satersby, looks these days. 
Satersby was leafing idly through his 
wife's copy of Cosmopolitan when he 
came across the above article. 
"Sexual liberation is finally here!" he 
cried happily. 
"What did you say dear?" asked his 
Mrs. Satersby. 
"Nothing dear," said Satersby. 
Satersby did have s spot of trouble 
locating  his  dear  adorable  for  The- 
passionate kiss. He says he's never 
received s more fishy look from a desk 
clerk. 
They had drinks together had drinks 
together (Satersby nervously downing 
three double martinis) and prepared to 
bathe. Being a gentleman, Satersby took 
the wrong end of the tub and got the 
spigot, soil piping hot, smack in the 
middle of his back. He came down on his 
dear adorable'.' left knee, severely 
wrenching it 
He ssys he would have carried her 
dripping Into bed as the next photograph 
visually instructed, but he'd somehow 
sprained his wrist In the melee. So they 
decided instead to go directly to dinner, 
where they sat next to his wife's best 
girldhood chum. 
By now thoroughly smashed, Satersby 
insisted they go on to the strip joint - a 
sleazy, overpriced tourist trap. His dear 
adorable, now in tears, woozily switched 
from Scotch-on-the-rocks to Black 
Russians. When they got back to the 
hotel, she was sick in the bathroom for 
two hours. 
On the way to the station the next day, 
she was so distraught, physically and 
emotionally, that she said she hated all 
men and was going to get a divorce when 
she got home. 
"I only wish," whispered Sstersby, "I 
could tell your husband how lucky he Is." 
Since them, Mrs. Satersby, never 
having heard of Satersby's twin brother 
has left him. His secretary has sub- 
mitted a letter nf resignation to Per- 
sonnel, ' casting aspersions on has 
morality. And Mrs. Mullens Is dunning 
him for $50 a week in lieu of prosecuting 
him under the Mann Act. , 
Satersby still thinks reading about 
this new sexually liberated era In which 
we now live Is great. 
"The trouble," he ssys thoughtfully, 
"is that so few of us are up to It." 
let's hear from yoi 
The BG News welcomes all 
letters to the editor and opinion 
columns. Letters may com- 
ment on any other- letter, 
column or editorial. We ask, 
however, that guest columns not 
be written in direct response to 
any other published editorial 
item. 
Letters should be a 
maximum of 300 words, 
typewritten. We ask that 
columns be no more than f our 
typed pages triple-spaced. 
The News maintains the 
right to edit all submissions that 
exceed these limits, with 
respect to the taws of libel and 
proper taste. 
Letters and columns should 
include the author's address 
and phone number, and may be 
mailed to the Editor, co BG 
News, 10S University Hall. 
news LeTTers 
'everyone's doin' if 
Your front page article entitled 
"Everyone'doln' It..." in Tuesday's issue 
of the News leaves me with an am- 
bivalence which, it seems to me, only 
you can resolve. 
The article says nothing more about 
the total recycling project than the 
following: "A truck will be parked 
behind Moseley Hall during the afternoon 
to transport the bundles of newsprint to 
Wauseon, where they will be recycled 
into Insulation." Surely there's more to 
the project than the transportation and 
the recycling per se. 
But perhaps we can approach the 
resolution of my ambivalence Indirectly. 
Peggy Schmidt's article alludes to the 
Boy Scouts, who "were the recipients of 
Prout Hall's collection of old issues of 
The News." Now, is it not the case that 
the Boy Scouts, in turn, sell such 
"collections" to scrap or salvage dealcr- 
or to the Insulation firm itself-and use 
the monies  thus  acquired  to  finance 
classes in the union 
My appreciation goes to your staff for supporting small classes in the Union. In 
pursuing this issue with the director and members of the Union Committee, the 
'following reasons were provided as Justification for their no-«lassee-in the public 
eating    places    ruling: 
(1) "Whst if every professor held his classes there?" (the Director) 
(2) "There are classrooms for classes." (one of the committee members) 
It would be superfluous to point out that most classes by their size and reliance on 
audio-visual materials will not be found in the union. In some classes, however, the 
learning experience (hopefully two-way for teacher and student) can be enhanced if 
taught     in     such     places     as     the     Cardinal     or     Carnation     Room. 
Also, I would simply mention the University of Michigan's Union encouragement 
of the use of Its facilities for classes. Furthermore, with advance notice free coffee is 
provided. My experience is that here at BGSU students are more likely to discuss 
classroom subjects in a convivial, informal atmosphere. 
Whom does our Union wish to serve? If it is the students then its interests and our 
interests are mutual and small class discussions held In the Union in non-rush hours 
are to everyone's benefit. Yet on the other hand, perhaps the Union's Administration 
would prefer It if no one patronized the Union. Then it would not have the burden of 
administering the establishment. 
Cathleen H. Merriam 
Assistant Professor 
more on the international center 
iOOD LUCK WITH THE MISSION. PRIVATE. AND REMEMBER - ARMY UNDERCOVER INTELUGENC 
IS COUNTING ON YOU!' 
I am surprised to see discrimination 
and ignorance toward foreign students 
came into being so obviously from the 
University administration. The In- 
ternational Center has been standing 
where it is for years, and the existence of 
the International Center, proved to be 
remarkably successful. 
It has provided tremendous and 
fruitful events to the students, faculty 
members, and the town dwellers of 
Bowling Green; the opportunities of 
cultural exchange, friendliness and 
mutual understanding. 
It Is also a' place where the foreign 
students would come to meet each other 
for advice and social gatherings. But all 
of a sudden, like a summer afternoon 
thunderstorm, came the news of losing 
this beloved place without previous 
acknowledgement and response from the 
Director of the International Center and 
the foreign body. 
I wondered if these people, no matter 
who they are, should be executed as 
robbers? I assume most of you are 
highly educated, know more or less what 
the hell democracy Is all about, but how 
come you would have done such a thing 
so secretly without the consent from the 
International Center? Don't you feel 
disgraceful   for   that? 
Man, I am telling you, you cannot 
understand another culture thoroughly 
Just through the mass media, with no 
first-handed experience and personal 
contacts. This you can see fom the U.S. 
foreign policy overseas. Despite the 
brilliant work done by the foreign body 
there la not much attention drawn from 
the University administration, they 
simply don't care about It 
Someone  with   authority   said   he 
sympathised us, but this la merely a 
diplomatic game that anyone can play. 
All we need Is Justice, not sympathy. The 
foreignbody Is made up of students from 
countries all over the world, and we are 
consolidated to fight for what we believe 
in. We are pursuing the same one goal 
we want the International Center to be 
what it used to be. People, open your 
eyes and look at a wider range, if you 
think you were doing the right thing, why 
don't      you       ssy       something? 
James Leung 
331 Anderson 
Jamborees,   camporees,   and   like   ac- 
tivities? 
Yet "Everyone's doln' it..." makes no 
mention of selling the "bundles of 
newsprint." The article says only that 
these bundles will be transported to 
Wauseon, "where they will be recycled 
Into Insulation." Are we, then, to con- 
clude that no financial transactionsare to 
take place? Is the News merely donating 
these back issues to the Insulation Arm, 
recycling plant, whatever it Is-curious, 
also, that the recipient firm is not named. 
If this is the case, it would certainly 
suggest some unsound ecomonic thinking 
on the part of the News. 
Wouldn't it seem more reasonable for 
the News to take a cue from the Scouts 
and sell the back issues? Funds accruing 
to the News from such a sale could be 
used to finance the "Fifth Edition" for 
part, at least. If not the whole of the 
Spring term. More cameras and film 
might be purchased for the photography 
staff. Space devoted to ads might be 
reduced to make way for more "hard 
news" or features. 
But such does not seem to be the case. 
Thus, I think some further questions are 
In order. If no monies are to change 
hands as a result of the recycling project, 
does it not seem unfair to every student 
at this University-part of whose fees 
finance the operation of the News-to 
grease the wheels of whomever by virtue 
of not selling the back issues? Or will 
some middleman indeed make money as 
a result of the project? If so, why has the 
News been so reticent about it? 
And herein, then, lies the source of my 
ambivalence. I'm in accord with the 
principle of recycling, but I object to 
having anyone's wheels greased at my 
expense and the expense of every other 
student at this University. 
Your answers to my questions, Mr. 
Editor, will resolve my ambivalence and 
ultimately help me determine whether I 
give my back issues to the News or to the 
Salvation Army. 
Your most humble and faithful 
reader, 
Robert B. Berner 
Grad. Ass't. 
Dep't. of English 
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FBI officers deny 
McGovern blast 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Twenty-one senior officers of 
the Federal Bureau of In- 
vestigation have joined in 
defending J. Edgar Hoover 
against the criticism of Sen. 
George McGovern, while 
denouncing the Democratic 
presidential candidate as 
irresponsible, reprehensible 
and an opportunist. 
The South Dakota senator 
had the 21 FBI letters 
published in the Congressional 
Record yesterday. 
He said they came from 
"the very men who have 
cooperated in the redirection 
of Mr. Hoover's ad- 
ministration from the in- 
terests of law enforcement to 
an overbearing concern for 
the FBI's public image." 
The letter-writing cam- 
paign stemmed from 
McGovern's publication on 
March 1 of an anonymous 
letter he said came from 10 
FBI agents critical of Hoover. 
"The letter explained that 
the administration of the FBI 
had degenerated into a public 
relations operation to support 
the reputation of J. Edgar 
Hoover," McGovern said. 
MCGOVERN HAS BEEN 
seeking a Senate inquiry into 
the resignation under 
pressure of John F. Shaw, an 
FBI agent who wrote a letter 
including some criticism of 
Hoover. 
Hoover accepted that 
resignation with prejudice, 
and McGovern said Shaw has 
since been unable to find a law 
enforcement job. 
Clyde Tolson, associate 
director of the FBI, accused 
McGovern of criticiting 
Hoover for political purposes. 
'"I term you an op- 
portunist," Tolson wrote, 
"because it is no small 
coincidence that you have 
singled out a man of Mr. 
Hoover's national stature for 
attack at a time when waves 
of publicity are urgently 
needed to buoy your political 
career." 
"You are not the first 
person    I have encountered 
during 30 years in Washington 
whose ambition has far ex- 
ceeded Ms ability, and I 
cannot help wonder how many 
other esteemed career public 
servants will be maligned and 
abused before your political 
balloon runs out of hot air." 
MCGOVERN SAID toe 
Tolson letter "has well ex- 
ceeded the bounds of proper 
comment by a high govern- 
ment official." 
Among the other FBI 
retorts were these comments: 
•From John Mohr, 
assistant to the director: 
"During 37 years of govern- 
ment service I have never 
witnessed any act so grossly 
irresponsible or so tran- 
sparently self-serving as your 
reprehensible action in Issuing 
a press release today at- 
tacking director J. Edgar 
Hoover and calling for an 
inquiry into his administration 
of the FBI." 
-From Saxby Travel, an 
assistant director: "I am 
amazed that a man in your 
position-one who holds 
himself out as a presidential 
candidate-would be so 
irresponsible as to publicise 
such anonymous gripes 
without any evidence as to 
their accuracy." 
-FROM JAMES H. GALE„ 
who said he has been with the 
FBI 23 years: 
"I can only conclude that 
our motives for this un- 
warranted attack are cer- 
tainly suspect, and it appears 
that you are try ing to sacrifice 
Mr. Hoover on the altar of 
personal ambition to carry 
favor with the various 
dissident elements in our 
country." 
-From Rufus R. Beaver, an 
FBI inspector: "...The 
American public, who have 
respected and benefited from 
Mr. Hoover's half-century of 
dedicated public service, will 
be the Jury in regard to his 
record-and will also bring in 
the verdict concerning your 
preaumptous, preposterous 
grasp for political power and 
prestige." 
Research tool aids 
in controlling fusion 
LOS ALAMOS, NJd. (AP) - 
Scientists at Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory said 
Tuesday the newest research 
tool in the effort to harness the 
energy of the hydrogen bomb 
has passed a major test. 
They said they were able to 
use a research device, dubbed 
Scyllac, to produce a stream 
of hot ionised deuterium gas 
called plasma. Deuterium,a 
form of hydrogen, is readily 
available from sea water. 
"This is a very happy 
occasion. I think the whole 
CTR community in both this 
country and abroad will be 
looking forward with an- 
ticipation to the results that 
will come from this device," 
said Dr. Fred Kibe, project 
director. He referred to 
scientists working with the 
problem of controlled ther- 
monuclear reaction. 
RISE SAID THAT in the 
experiment conducted at Los 
Almas Monday the deuterium 
plasma was produced in a 
curved section five yards long 
of the Scyllac, which is still to 
be perfected and completed. 
Development of the plasma 
in this machine is considered 
N.w.eholo by D... Elb.ochl 
Dots Nancy Lentzel, junior (A4S), have a data with a 
Computer       computer?    Not really.    She's just one of several 
students  catching  up with   last   minute   keypunch 
rlafina?         assignments in the Math-Science Bldg.'s Computer uuiiny r Ctnf>r ^^^ 
Cyclists indicted in slayings 
Coller ordered 
to open records 
CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP) - 
Fifty-six motorcycle gang 
members were charged with 
first degree murder yesterday 
In connection with a Saturday 
night battle In which five 
cyclists were killed. 
Chief city police prosecutor 
Everett Chandler said 4S 
members of the Breed 
motorcycle gvng and 10 Hells 
Angels were charged with 
murder and also with first- 
degree riot. 
Another M cyclists who had 
been held for questioning were 
expected to be released 
without charge. 
Chandler filed the charges 
after conferring with 
homocide detectives who have 
been Investigating the fight 
which broke out at a motor- 
cycle show. 
Police have said the Breed 
were the aggressors in the 
fight 
DETECTIVES SAID they 
ware planning to search a 
barn In suburban Brunswick 
in which ISO members of the 
Breed allegedly gathered 
before leaving for the 
Motorcycle Custom and Trade 
Show at the Hall of Polish 
Women in the U.S. on 
Cleveland's East Side. The 
fight began at the show. 
John H. Veres, owner of the 
barn, said he rented it as a 
"repair shop for cycles" and 
was unaware of "gang ac- 
tivity." 
Police slad Breed mem- 
bers many of them from New 
York, Pennsylvania, New 
Jersey and areas of New 
England, traveled by car and 
van from Brunswick to a 
meeting spot near the 
women's hall. 
The fight began about a 
half hour later, leaving 23, 
including three policemen, 
Injured. Police on duty at the 
hall said they had confiscated 
openly displayed weapons, 
including clubs and bicycle 
chains, before the fight began. 
All of the dead and 
wounded cyclists were stab 
victims. 
Attorneys defending nine 
indicted city policemen have 
been allowed to see the 
records pertaining to all the 
cases. 
So ruled the Sixth District 
Court of Appeals in Toledo In a 
writ of mandamus ordering 
Common Pleas Judge Floyd 
Coller and Clerk of Courts 
Floyd LeGalley to open court 
records to the attorneys. 
A PREVIOUS RULING by 
Judge Coller denied the at- 
torneys access to any court 
record not directly involved 
with their specific client's 
case. 
The action was brought by 
attorney Joseph Da Pore in 
defense of indicted city police 
Lt. Matthew Brichta, charged 
with breaking and entering. 
The appeals court, 
however ruled that In- 
sufficient evidence was 
presented to keep County 
Prosecutor Dan T. Spitler 
from asking prosecution 
witnesses from talking with 
attorney Da Pore unless a 
prosecuting attorney staff 
member was present 
THOSE   INVOLVED   in 
indictments are five city 
police officers, two former 
officers and two auxiliary city 
patrolmen. 
Also Indicted was a 
Campus Security officer 
whose name was not in 
question in the action brought 
to the appeals court by Da 
Pore. 
a step toward developing s 
controlled fusion reaction. 
Fusion, or thermonuclear 
reaction, Is the kind that 
provides the energy of the sun 
and the hydrogen bomb. 
Rib* said if fusion control 
is achieved, there is enough 
energy in the world's oceans 
to supply power at 100 times 
the current consumption for 10 
billion years. Besides that a 
fusion reactor would be vir- 
tually pollution-free and 
produce no long-lived 
radioactive wastes, he said. 
In the fusion process, 
isotopes of hydrogen are 
heated and their nuclei forced 
together fusing thus giving off 
tremendous amounts of 
energy. Nuclear power plants 
now in use produce energy 
when atoms of a heavy, 
radioactive metal such as 
uranium are split rather than 
fused. This is the principle of 
the atomic bomb. 
RIBK.  SAID SCIENTISTS 
now are analyzing data from 
Monday's experiment and will 
continue work on the first 
section of Scyllac to make 
sure the principles Involved 
are correct, before the full 
machine construction is 
completed in the next two 
years. 
The machine eventually 
will be a donut-ehaped tube IS 
yards around. It Is a 
refinement of the "magnetic 
bottle" used for the past 
several years in research on 
controlled fusion reaction. 
Crisis PiOM 
352-PLUS 
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Student Charge Accounts Welcomed 
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Text of Academic Honesty Policy 
Objective. 
1. TO COMMUNICATE to 
ill members of the University 
community the conviction of 
the University snd its faculty 
that cheating and plagiarism 
are destructive to the central 
purposes of the University and 
are universally disapproved. 
z. TO STATE procedures 
(or accomplishing the above 
objective by students, faculty, 
academic deans, and the 
University Academic Honesty 
Committee. 
Procederes 
1. BOTH STUDENTS and 
faculty should initiate 
discussions which will lead to 
the elevation of University 
mores on cheating and 
plagiarism. 
2. EACH FACULTY 
member should Include In his 
introduction  to  a  course: 
(a) A statement of his 
definitions and policies with 
regard to cheating and 
plagiarism. 
(b) Statements about 
examinations within the 
specific course, e.g., 
frequency, kinds, Importance 
and 
(c) The statement that 
every instance of dishonesty 
as defined In (a) will be 
reported as described 
elsewhere in this policy. 
t. INSO FAR AS possible, 
temptations to potential 
violators should be removed. 
Specific suggestions include: 
(a) Only new tests should 
be used; samples of course 
tests may be filed In the 
University Library. The 
Library will receive, file and 
make available to students 
through the Closed Reserve 
System all tests forwarded by 
the teaching faculty but will 
not actively procure or per- 
manently retain such tests 
(unless otherwise requested 
by a teaching department, the 
normal retention period will 
not exceed five years). 
(b) When test items are 
similar to those used in the 
past, strict security should be 
observed so that copies of such 
items are not taken from the 
test area. 
(c) Testing of large groups 
should be held in places other 
than rooms with high density 
seating. 
(d) There should be 
provision of sufficient proc- 
tors for the group being tested. 
Assistance should be provided 
by instructors and, where 
necessary, by student 
assistants, 
4. FACULTY MEMBERS 
should exemplify the highest 
levels of academic honesty at 
all times. 
5. CASES OF academic 
dishonesty shall be reported to 
the dean of the college In 
which the student is enrolled, 
to the dean of the college in 
which the course is taught. 
and to the Dean of Students 
either by the instructor or by a 
student in the class where the 
incident occurs. 
A memorandum stating the 
nature of the report and the 
disposition of the case shall be 
sent to the Academic Honesty 
Committee and to the Dean of 
Students by the student's 
dean. The student shall be 
informed In writing of the 
charges made and of his rights 
of due process in all hearings 
related to the matter. 
«. PENALTIES FOR of- 
fenses are defined as follows: 
Expulsion - Dismissal with 
no provision for readmission. 
Dismissal for a stated 
period of lime - After the time 
has elapsed the student may 
apply for readmission on the 
same basis as any student 
entering from another school. 
Suspension for a stated 
period tune - May not register 
again until stated period of 
time has elapsed. The student 
is subject to all regulations 
dealing with his status at the 
time of suspension, e.g., 
academic warning. 
Suspended Penalty - Where 
any of the three above-stated 
have been totally or partially 
suspended, a student who 
subsequently violates the 
academic  honesty  policy  is 
subject not only to the penalty 
prescribed for that subsequent 
offense but also to the 
suspended portion of the 
previously-imposed    penalty. 
Failure to coarse - The 
student should be withdrawn 
from the course and a grade of 
WF assigned. 
Failure in part of a course 
(test paper, etc.) - In ac- 
cordance with practices of 
instructor. 
Warning - Assigned by 
academic dean. Facts are 
recorded in student's record. 
Each penalty shall be 
considered to be a punishment 
of greater degree than the 
punishments listed below It 
(assuming dismissal time Is at 
least as long as suspension 
time). 
7. PENALTIES for first 
offenses shall be in ac- 
cordance with the following: 
Cheating or plagiarism in 
tests or other assignments in a 
course has a minimum 
penalty of failure on the test or 
assignment and a maximum 
penalty of failure in the 
course. Original Jurisdiction 
lies with the instructor in the 
course. 
Stealing, duplicating, or 
selling examinations or 
examination books has a 
minimum penalty of 
suspension for two quarters 
and a maximum penalty of 
dismissal for three years and 
institution of civil 
proceedings. All or part of 
both the minimum and 
maximum penalties may be 
suspended. Original 
Jurisdiction lies with the 
student's academic dean. 
Substitution In class for a 
significant period without 
permission has a minimum 
penalty of warning for the 
substitute and failure in the 
course for the enrollee and a 
maximum penalty of a one- 
year suspension. All or part of 
the maximum penalty may be 
suspended. Original Jur- 
isdiction lies with the 
student's academic dean. 
Substitution in an 
examination has a mlnumum 
penalty of suspension for two 
quarters and a maximum 
penalty of dismissal for one 
year. All or part of both the 
minumum and maximum 
penalties may be suspended. 
Original Jurisdiction lies with 
the student's academic dean. 
Other cheating has a 
minimum penalty of a 
warning and a maximum 
penalty of suspension for two 
quarters. All or part of the 
maximum penalty may be 
suspended. Original Jur- 
isdiction lies with the 
student's academic dean. 
For second offenses, the 
maximum penalty may be 
increased to a longer period of 
suspension or dismissal or to a 
greater degree of punishment. 
One year Is defined as four 
consecutive quarters. 
8fa 
8. IN ANY case In which 
the penalty for the alleged 
offense is suspension or ex- 
pulsion, the academic dean 
having original Jursidiction 
shall be required before 
making a decision to inform 
the Dean of Students that the 
student has been charged with 
the offense. 
The Dean of Students shall 
supply the academic dean 
having Jurisdiction with any 
relevant information and may 
make a recommendation as to 
the disposition of the case. 
The penalty is to be 
determined by the academic 
dean having original Jur- 
isdiction. 
The penalty shall begin 
immediately upon the 
notification of the student in 
writing of its assessment 
unless appealed. If appealed, 
the assessment is to be 
withheld until completion of 
the appeal process. 
If the original decision is 
upheld, the penalty will be 
effective as of the original 
date of notification. If, during 
the period of the hearing of the 
appeal, a quarter or term 
ends, grades and credits of the 
student shall be withheld 
pending final resolution of the 
case. 
I. THE UNIVERSITY 
Academic Honesty Committee 
shall have appellate 
Jurisdiction in cases of 
academic dishonesty and shall 
establish its own procedural 
rules. 
The academic dean 
assessing a penalty shall 
inform the student In writing 
of his right to appeal. 
An appeal must be initiated 
in writing as described below 
Academic 
cribbage 
N.wtphoto by Kot«n Hvtnbuff 
Cheating takes various forms, of 
which the old crib sheet method is 
one. The Academic Honesty 
Policy spells out the consequences 
for those who are caught 
plagiarizing or cheating on 
exams. 
within ten days of the date on 
which the student receives 
notice of the penalty. 
An appeal may be based on 
new evidence or on procedural 
errors in the proceedings 
leading to the assessment of 
the penalty. 
Appeals are to be sent by 
the student In written form to 
the Committee, with copies to 
OROpiKfcflWlItt 
meet you in the lobby! 
Welcome to 3owling Green's new super-boutique for young juniors, where nostalgia meets the 
now fashions.  The Lobby opens tomorrow with grandeur!  Drawings for kicky stuff every hour on 
the hour.  Fun gifts for everyone.   Great decor.  Skinny ribs and hot pants in the ormoires, Peasant 
dresses in the vestibule.   Make your grond entrance under the canopy on Main Street or through the 
purple doors on booster Street; register at the desk; then browse like mad, today and every day, 
THE LOBBY   105 S. Main Street ,rom ,2 noon »° 9 P- M-    Monday thru Saturday. 
be filed with the dean of the 
college in which the student is 
enrolled, and the dean of the 
college in which the course is 
taught. 
The Committee shall have 
authority to initiate review of 
any case, if it so desires, and 
shall have authority to con- 
duct an investigation of a case 
de nova. 
The Academic Honesty 
Committee shall have the 
power to suspend a penalty in 
wholeor in part and to impose 
appropriate conditions as a 
corollary. This power may be 
exercised either upon 
recommendation of the dean 
who imposed the penalty or in 
the course of the review of a 
case by the committee. 
Final appeal jurisdiction in 
any case rests with the 
President of the University. 
This statement of the 
policy shall be published 
whenever possible in all 
editions of the Student and 
Faculty Handbooks. 
LUTHER II 
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Yost pursues pullout date 
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. 
(AP) - Charles W. Yoat, for- 
merly President Nixon's 
ambassador to the United 
Nations, favors setting a date 
"within the next year or year 
and a half" for the conditional 
withdrawal of aU U.S. troops 
from Vietnam. 
He also favors bringing 
Communist China into the 
United Nations "in the near 
future" without "any con- 
ditions." 
Feud continues in IRA 
as British deny role 
Mm •■fcainW kr L-.y WWUy 
Di'n**.*..«.       "A** "o*for whom *•* be" tolte"-«nal txams ar« 
Kinging       ntxf ^^^ -p,,, tvenlnfl si Ihouette of the bell tower of 
, the First United Methodist Church, East Wooster St., 
along serves as a reminder. 
Communications resume 
normal flow in England 
LONDON (AP) - Mail, 
telegram and telephone links 
between Britain and other 
countries were reported back 
to normal yesterday after a 47- 
day nationwide postal 
workers' strike. 
A spokesman for the Post 
Office which handles these 
communications, said 
operations were moving 
smoothly toward restoring full 
services within Britain, with 
one major exception- a new 
wildcat walkout that cut off 
letter deliveries to 12S.000 
persons in Preston, near 
Liverpool. 
Some 150 Preston mailmen 
walked out when postal of- 
ficials refused to restart their 
pay from 9 a.m. Monday, the 
hour when many of the 200,000 
British postal employes 
returned to work. 
Postal chiefs said the 
Preston men clocked in at 
various times and would be 
paid from when they actually 
resumed work. 
The Post Office has lifted 
its embargo on Incoming 
foreign mail. A backlog of 60 
million peices of foreign mail 
nearly twice the Post Office's 
normal total daily volume-was 
beginning to flow into the 
country. 
International telephone 
and telegram com- 
munications were restored to 
normal Monday moring. 
BELFAST. Northern 
Ireland (AP) - A young man 
was shot and critically 
wounded yesterday near the 
Roman Catholic Ballymurphy 
district in Belfast, apparently 
the fourth victim in two days 
of the feud within the Irish 
Republican Army. 
Another man was killed 
and two wounded Monday 
night. "We were not In- 
volved," said a British army 
spokesman when asked about 
yesterday's gun battle. 
Detectives already were 
searching Belfast for IRA 
gunmen believed involved In 
the shoot out Monday night 
that began with a burst of 
automatic rifle fire and 
continued speradically 
through the night 
Authorities said the so- 
called "previsional" wing of 
the IRA was trying to take 
over the Catholic Falls Road 
area. It is a more radical wing 
of the outlawed organization 
and advecates more violent 
methods than other IRA 
factions to unite the six 
counties of Northern Ireland 
with the Irish Republic to the 
south. 
Police said a showdown has 
been brewing for weeks along 
Falls Road. 
In London the Dally Mirror 
reported that sources at 
Scotland Yard said British 
police sent to Belfast to in- 
vestigate the IRA have 
discovered at least 29 
assassinations of Irishmen 
suspected of being traitors to 
the Republican cause. Belfast 
sourses said the killing 
Monday  made the total 30. 
And he expects the indirect 
peace talks between Egypt 
and Israel at U.N. 
headquarters to go on even 
without a declared extension 
of the cease-fire. He also 
thinks Israel ought to commit 
Itself to withdraw from all 
Egyptian territory. 
Yost outlined his views in 
an hour's interview Monday. 
He retired last month 
after 4 years in the U.S. 
diplomatic service and SS 
months as head of the U.S. 
mission to the United Nations, 
handing over that post to ex- 
Congressman George Bush of 
Houston, Tex. 
YOST SAID he had felt 
mistakes were being made in 
Vietnam ever since 1965, when 
"we began to pour In very 
large numbers of troops and 
spend the hugh amount of 
resources that we have." 
"I approved of the 
President winding down the 
presence, but I think it should 
be wound down a good deal 
faster than it is." 
Yost said talk of South 
Vietnam's invading North 
Vietnam was "probably 
gamesmanship" on the part of 
President Nguyen Van Thieu 
and Vice President Nguyen 
CaoKjr. 
"I don't think  the South 
Vietnamesearegoingto invade 
North  Vietnam,"  he said. 
"They've got plenty of trouble 
without that" 
FOR "STABILITY in East 
Asia," Yost continued, 
"Communist China should be 
represented in the UN. in the 
near future," and would not 
think that any conditions 
should be laid down in the 
invitation. 
He said he hoped Taiwan- 
Ms tern for Nationalist China 
could "continue to be 
represented" and he believed 
most U.N. members favored a 
two Chinas arrangement 
But he said he realizes this 
is no solution so long as each 
China says it will not sit in the 
United Nations with the other. 
He said he thought Israel 
would have more security if 
U.N. force removable only by 
the Security Council guarded 
her access to the Gulf of 
Aqaba than if she annexed the 
Egyptian shore of the gulf and 
put a small and "highly 
vulnerable" Israeli force 
there. 
OMINO'S PIZ 
352-5221 
oive your typewriter a 50,000 word check at 
Better Business Mach 
Coll BBM Co.   357-7710 Sol. •ill S P.M. 
227 S. Main Si.   Mo oillc Polm Bids. 
DON'T FORGET... 
Sign ip low aid until 
end of quarter for 
University Board and Committee 
interviews...and soo 
what its lib to bo active 
Rent your 
Mini-refrigerator  for 
spring quarter from 
MAUMEE VALLEY 
VENDING CO. 
For immediate delivery 
phone 
352-5205 
JEMS UNLIMITED 
|W«  Invlt* campwlionl   Ma  an*  In 
tr>ii   w.a  will   irnaw  v*»u   as  mmny 
i«om oo tha Dtmf   Hot Pant a— 
Cold Ponfa na a»a haa aa many 
EfjeBen 
HHTJHHB 
THEATRE 
Tonight ot 7 ond 9:30 
10 ACADEMY AWARD 
NOMINATIONS 
Including Best Picture 
A ROSS HUNTER »ofctM» 
AIRF^O 
BURT LANCASTER • DEAN MARTIN 
JEANSEBERG       JACQUELINE BISSET 
GEORGE KENNEDY HELEN HAYES 
VAN HEFUN       MAUREEN STAPLET0N 
BARRY NELSON LLOYD NOUN 
jcMsaos    KafiKNsn   KOMfnmn    HUH wins 
 Kmotzamxmrt    nonmomti 
HFREDNEWMAN • ARTHUR HAILEY -GEORGE SEATON • ROSS HUNTER 
UMVIRSAl PICTum ■ TtCHHICOUm* IHoJutQIi » TOQO-AQ. HB«U «—■; 
TWA 
INTRODUCES 
1/3 OFF 
With a Youth Pass- 
port card you get Vi 
off on all TWA 
domestic flights, on a 
standby basis. And 
reduced rates at many 
places you'll stay. 
Youth Passport 
nnl MM mumum* urn «m»unte m M u nas n 
—   PICK OLESKY  
MAUCH %ma  
t/BBnrnmnmm/ 
Mb. «* BUS. ■*»&*. 
No.    400027^aar~ Youth Passport cards 
cost $3 and are available 
to students aged 12 thru 21. 
4ND 2 YEARS TO PAY. 
With TWA's Getaway 
Card, you can charge 
airfare, hotels, meals, 
cars, just about any- 
thing to just about 
anywhere. And then 
take two years to pay. 
f
'i >^ If 15b   18S  15b *1   SM'-LJI? 
Getaway. 
The Getaway Card 
is available to most 
students in the U.S.A. 
For additional 
information contact TWA 
or your local travel agent. 
TWA's Getaway Program 
U.SoA./Europe/Asia/Pacific/Africa 
RELAX IN "ROCKING CHAIR" COMFORT'! 
Cittetffd-f 
BOWLINr. r.REEN - TEL 352-0265 
EXCLUSIVE. EXTENDED AREA RUN 
NOW IN SECOND MONTH 
E.o. - 7:30.9:30 - Sol. 4 Sun. Mot. 2. 3:40 530 
7 Academy award nominations! 
FOR 1970 
"Best Picture 
"Best Actoi 
'Best Actiess 
"Best supporting 
Actoi 
•Best Diiector 
•Best Screenplay 
"Best Musical 
Direction 
"low Story" 
Is Still A 
PLMROBUIOI 
nwnuu mm mams 
AliMacGraw Ryan O'Neal 
» HOWARD 6 MINSKY -ARTHUR HH.LER Production 
John Marley&Ray Milland FRTCH SEGAL Wbmm 
-it y INEUMNAM ftMbpalN 1*1 GUI OR 
HOWARD 6 MINSKY DAVID GOLDEN FRANCIS LAI •.mmmrtm 
immwammmumimmtuomuam]  HW-s«=!«-» ■0% 
STADIUM t Cinema z 
Held over --2nd week! 
Eve. at 7, 9:35 Continuous Sat Sun 2 P.M. 
5 Academy Award 
Non Nominations 
DIRECT FROM ITS SENSATIONAL R0A0SH0W ENGAGEMENT' 
Now For The 1st Time At Popular Prices! 
1 
i 20th Century-Fox.The most spectacular film ever mad 
Color 
NEXT ; 
4 Academy Award Nominations 
.        Incl. *Best Picture & Btst  Actor 
* Jack Nicholson in "Fiv Easy Pieces" * 
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THE WIZARD OF ID 
psurkar ui Johnny hut 
THE LARGEST SELECTION OF BAKED GOODS 
IN BOWLING GREEN. YOU KNOW IT'S FRESH 
CAUSE IT'S BAKED RIGHT IN OUR STORE 
FRESH-BAKED 
BROWNIES 
STILL WARM FROM 
OUR OVENS AND 
DRIPPING WITH FLAVOR 49 
WE ARE OPEN 
FRESH-BAKED 
MOUSSES 
COOKIES 
GOOD OLD FASHION 
FREEZE DRIED 
COFFEE 
FLAVOR 
SAVE 31' 
With  Coupon 
4-oi 
'COUPON 
MAXIM MM Dried 7ft' CoHw* «„.#   W 
Save 31c with this Great Scot Coupon. 
Good thru Monday, March 15,1971. 
DAILY 
RIO. 
SUN. 
10.M 6. Great Scot 
LOCATED IN THE STADIUM 
VIEW SHOPPING CENTER 
1616 L WO0STER 
^5 FRIENDS FOOD STORES 
Where Thrifty Shopping h A Pleasure 
Explosions hit 
federal officers 
in St. Louis 
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Three 
explosions rocked two federal 
buildings in St. Louis Monday 
night, causing extensive 
damage to one. No one was 
seriously injured. 
Fourteen policemen and 
firemen were examined at 
hospitals for concussion and 
ear damage and were 
released. 
The first blast shattered 
glass doors at the entrance 
and a few windows in a one- 
story federal records center. 
About three hours later, an 
explosion occurred at a two- 
story brick building being 
used as a temporary home of 
ROTC facilities for St. Louis 
and  Washington universities. 
POLICE LT. Phil Pino 
said police and firemen had 
just finished inspecting minor 
damage caused by the ex- 
plosion of the second floor 
area. Extensive damage was 
reported. 
The two explosions in the 
ROTC facility midway bet- 
ween the campuses of the two 
schools it served were about 20 
minutes apart. 
The FBI took over the 
investigation. 
Air Force and Army ROTC 
buildings were damaged or 
destroyed by fires during 
disturbances at Washington 
University about a year ago. 
ROTC offices and 
classrooms for St. Louis and 
Washington has since moved 
into the off-campus building. 
PUZZLE 
Hy Martha J. De Wilt 
.">« Describing 
slaw. 
59 Chosen   city. 
1.11 Miss 
Kitzgcruld. 
lil Part of 
a vessel. 
Ii2 Western 
IB 
Erecting, 
cginning. 
DOWN 
I Prooerly 
impressed. 
ACROSS 
Aleutian 
island. 
Hate. 
Node. 
Stipend. 
Mnle bee. 
Alaskan city. 
Verve. 
YVadis. 
Conception. 
Space 
lielwccn. 
Evident, 
Entity. 
Kirst namr 
of 33-A. 
I'n   rations. 
Most Howdv : 
si. 
Miss 
America 
VIP. 
Electrical 
unit. 
Western 
alliance. 
Making one 
green. 
7 Nona. Morla. 
el. al. 
.'IK Hoover, c.it. 
3!l Secular, 
ill Small land 
masnes: Kr. 
II Night  sound. 
42 I'looring. 
44 Sniffs. 
4.". Aisle 
lij Sheet Ice, 
17 Hrsoumlcd. 
oil Huddling 
together. 
:.4 Bony. 
53 Certain 
relative. 
57 KrenHi 
river. 
Si,Into,ii of Yesterday's I'uizle 
2 Surrealist. 
3 Turkish 
iilhri.ilv 
4 (irHtnitoiis 
title of rank. 
5 Hundsome 
ioung man. 
111.1.1 in I 
leaf. 
7 Stocking. 
II Single. 
9 I'u.v one's 
last —. 
10 Sweater 
meeatltlea. 
11 Swelling. 
12 Korcl>oding. 
1.1 Lambaale. 
21 Singles: 
dial. 
23 Hit; old bout. 
'.i.'i Cotton units. 
2«i Kit. 
27 Hawaiian 
porrh. 
28 — S. Col*. 
2!l Ahisknn 
curio. 
311 — de Valcrn. 
31 Shy. 
XI Musical 
variations. 
34 Esteem. 
37 Mephisto- 
phelean. 
41 l.ixhlei. 
43 WWII battle 
site. 
44 Without 
haste. 
40 BoRIM. 
47 Kngravc. 
4X Hn; name 
ill China. 
4!l Ills.-. 
50 Klotrtlgulc. 
51 Hercules' 
captive. 
52 Describing 
green. 
53 Alumnus. 
foi  short. 
."gi .New: pref. 
1 1 3 4 1 ' 1 7 « e 10 11 12 11 M " l< IT " It 
20 21 
■ 
  
■ is 
1* 17    11 ■ II 30 11 32 
11 I'4 It 
]< 17 31 
30 40 H 
42 41 1 
H ■ II 
47 41 49 1 51 J2 
94 59 s« 1 41 51 It <o ei f.: S3 
1 Field Enterp rises UN 1071 1/ 10/7 1 
j A  I £ p A .' i i' 
I p u » £ E R R A U E P ■ A 
T H E TTLlT • 1 i v 
M| M E ■ A i ■■ v X I i K ■ 
0
 SIB ■ i » 0 IF 
A l EIE A H R A N f 
R D A u u l u N " 
* I v jm A it 11 
«R t: 
H 5 TaafR i ■ 
iiS aaTal 
HANS i \t N 6 6 R '    1 I 
U N T £ i) a A G F 
BEER T A P i K 1 I 
CRYPTOGRAM        ll>  Earl Ireland 
XMV    IISAAOV    lYCMVd    CAY 
II CAY, 
Yesterday's cryptogram! It warm lumorroWi 
toboggan race ran be line. 
■nn   CLaSSIFIED ~«®fc~ 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Wednesday, March 10,1971 
9:00 -12:00ami 1.30- 3:00 River lloom, Is- Burton Dean, 
Chairman ol IV OperaUona Research Department al 
Case-Western Keaerve will be available to dlacuaa em- 
ployment and educaUonal opportunltlei In the field of 
operations reaearch. Dr. Dean'i vialt la sponsored by the 
OperaUona Society of America 
3:00-5:OOPIi*DogwoodSulteSemlnar-Dr Burton Dean, 
Chairman of the OperaUona Reaearch Department at 
Caae-Weatern Reeerve. Topic: "OperaUona Reaearch In 
Industry" Dr. Dean'i vtatt la aponaored by the OperaUona 
Reaearch Society of America 
University Players will present an Open Critique of 
HAMLET Wednesday. March 10 from 34 pm In 319 U.H. 
Everyone la Welcome 
Sociology t'olloqui'.ni Dr. Greer Fox speaker. Topic: 
"Turkish Mariage Structure the Emergence of the 
*]«;,... '.Vuman" Alumni Room 4:00 pm 
Dr. David McConnell, Faculty of Biophysics, Ohio State 
University, will present a seminar rnulled "Problems In 
the Biochemistry of Vlaion" 112 Life Science al 1:00 pm 
11 Omega PI will meet In the Perry Croghan room of the 
Union st 8 00 pm ElecUona of officers 
AaaoctaUon of Childhood KducaUon wlU meet In the Fink 
Dogwood room of flsfUnton at 6:15pm This wlU be an art 
workshop. The speaker wlU demonstrate different things, 
and then members will be able to participate. Elemen- 
tary school children's projects will also be displayed. 
Advanced Oral tnterpretaUon Speech 102 will sponsor 
"Satiable Curiosity" t program of Children's Literature. 
All are Invited-bring the klda-no admission fee. In 
Recital Hall, Music Building from 6:10 to (.00 
Special Duplicate Bridge Lecture and Match directed by 
Mrs. WE. Steldtmann Wednesday night at (:» In the 
Wayne Room of the Union Students phone Union AcUvlUea 
273-2941 for raatrvaUona. 50 cents payable at the door. 
Prises 
French Club srlll meet In the Alumni room of the Union at 
1:31 pm 
Campus Crusade for Christ WlU meet in the Main Lounge 
of Prout Hall at 7:00 pm Frank Klfer. who has spoken at 
unlverstUes around the world, will be relating his con- 
troversial InterpretaUons of snd soluuons to society's 
baaic problem  
RIDES 
Violators parking In BG Newt 
reeerve space In lot A will be 
towed 
Ride Wanted to Toronto or 
vicinity after March II   Call 
352-74*1 
Ride needed to and from South 
of Buffalo for spring break can 
leave after 4. Tuea. II Call 
Marty J72-JJ44 
Girl naeda ride to Ft. 
Lauderdsle spring break Call 
39S4S94 Will Share Expenses 
March II or It Call Naah 371- 
1011 Will Pay 
Ride needed to and from 
Mlama Fla. Over spring break 
Call Alan 372-1666 
Ride needed to St Loula or 
further west on March 10 Will 
Share Expenses Call J92423S 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
J Baby Sillers tor Price of 1. 
KIDS INCORP. Child can 
team of Ong k Center Call 3M- 
Rida needed St. Loula Spr    Organ Player With   Equip- 
braak.  DESPERATE Call 1-    "lent needed; call 2-3(56 or 1- e  
ISM 
Ride available to Chicago 
March 12    Call 352-19*4 
Need Ride to Northern Jersey 
(Rldgewoodl Call 2-3144 Ask 
for Jot 
Ride needed to Colorado Can 
leave March :t. Will Share I 
Call Mark 37W14t 
Ride available to Pitts ana 
Hairs March l(th.  Call Rich 
354-0*21 
Need a ndr to laaeing Mich. 
Male or Female-Auditioi 
be held by appointment for 
vacancy in established folk 
Mo. Call Roger 14391 
Wanted: 1 Kirl student to do 
light housework 4 hours 
weakly. 352-47U 
Responsible girl student to 
live in borne of charming 
elderly lady. Be bar com- 
panion Is exchange for room, 
board, and modaat salary 
Call collect, eveninfs. la (411) 
1744*42 or (411) I7t-3SM far 
detells 
AttenUon young entluuuasUc 
college co-ed Earn $36 a week 
plus commission for 10 to 12 
hra. a week. Apply Society 
Products. 102 S. Main between 
10 and 2 
Will do typing Phone 352-93(5 
PERSONALS 
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO 
BE FREDDY FALCON? Pick 
up an applicaUon today In 406 
Student Services 
Congrats; PAM * SWEDE on 
your lavaliering-Wolf. Oscar. 
the GDI'a-Have a BALL 
Chop and Buxxard, Happy 
Birthday to two good friends' 
PS. I couldn't afford two days 
In a row.   1 Al. Mary 
Thani. DU's for a great tea! 
Alpha flu's 
SPECIAL choice of spaghetti 
llll or veal par. tll.SI with 
small Italian salad 1 
homemade bread. Ye Ole 
Plua Pub 
BEYOND THE ORDINARY 
Custom Engagement Rings by 
PHILIP MORTON, Con- 
temporary Jeweler 112 W. 
Wooater 
VAN the Man-The formal was 
great (toothpick and all) I was 
lovin' It!  Thanx Jeanne 
"Lll Taua", you cured our 
"Hungrlea". Thanks for 
Sunday's brunch--The 
Brothers 
Want to Help Fight Against 
Poltuuon. Check the Stadium 
Plasa Laundromat 
CHOI'-Happy list to a great 
Big!   LftLVal 
PAM: Thanks for making my 
21st special, especially with 
you.  T. Ward 
Young Republican mreung 
100 Moaeley Hall I pm Thurs 
IMPORTANT 
LaSaUea "Swing Into Spring" 
college night la almost hare 
See tomorrows BG News for 
Complete details 
Persons are available Call 2- 
>M1 Counseling Center, 320 
Student Services 
Would you believe, the room 
at the lop of the stairs st The 
Lobby" 
Happy "Hat" to my BIG 
Judy!   LaYL Carol 
The New Office..Ph. 362-45SI 
The UNIVERSITY BANKING 
CENTER 14(0 E. Wooater St 
across from Harshman 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
'65   Pontlac   LeMans   conv. 
Automatic, power steering. 
Reasonable.   352-4345 
SKIS FOR SALE: Boots. 
Poles Boot Tree and SB Bag. 
All for MS BEST BARGAIN 
EVER   Call 1-4711 
Taaawm bicycle needs i 
repair HO or best offer by 
Thurs 2-3953 
For Sale '62 Plymouth Val., 
Eng. a trans, good body lair 
priced to go. call Chris 352- 
0036 64:30 
For Sale '67 Ford Custom 500 
PS. PB radio, auto Also Big 
coldapot (400 BTU air cond. 
Call larry 372-2336 after or 
352-93(0 before 11 am 
12 string Gulld-1260 Steve 352- 
n 
IMS Triumph 290 Excl. cond. 
only 3400 mis.   Ph 352JJ9I7 
For Sale Omega Enlarger B- 
22 and Polycontrast Filters 
call 3944036 after 9 pm 
70 390 Honda Excl. cond. Ph. ■M4M 
Rifles Msrlin 22, 12 Ga. 
Remington Shotgun. Ron 392- 
For Sale (tOpel Halle Kadett 
Tach. Crome wheels, black 
vinyl top Call Ron 3924*61 
1967 GTO, Burgundy 2-door 
hardtop, 400 cu. In. 3-apeed 
chrome wheels, tack, radio 
reverterator. Call collect 419- 
-271-1464 after 4 pm 
Sublease for summer 1190 
AlrcondlUonlng and within 
walking distance of campus 2 
bedrooms 24 baths 707 6th st. 
3924321 
Needed 1 or 2 girls for spring 
and-or summer at Winthop S. 
Call 392-7337 after I pm 
Male Grd R-mate needed Own 
room. 3924191 
Apt. for summer University 
Courts, air cond. furnished 
fall 3924394 
Apt available for married 
couple In April 3914791 alter 9 
pm 
Sublet for summer 2 bdrm 
furnished apartment uUI. paid 
except electric-Rent free 
second-half of June 1140-mo 
rent-Call Steve or  Ben 352- 
2-man apt available spr. qtr. 
call 3944773 
M. rmmate for duplex spr. 
qtr.   fall 352-5(00 
Needed 1 F. r-mate for spring 
qtr. H4 Ith st apt O M9 per 
mo 
Room for two men spr. 319 E. 
Merry Call 394-4734 or stop in 
FALCON SQUARE APART- 
MENTS NOW RENTING FOR 
FALL-ONE AND TWO 
BEDROOM. FURNISHED 
OR UNFURNISHED 
APARTMENTS 3644*45 after 
(pm 
Need two gtrla for 2 bedroom 
apt starting Sept. 1 MS per 
•nonth Call 3544595 
M-roommate a-c private bad 
Price negotiable 36143*7 
Year lease starting June 15 
Completely furnished for 4 
studentsat 166 per student Ph 
363-73(1 
MEN-March June & Sept 
3934241 
2 F. r-matrs needed spring 
Across from campus 394-1092 
Wanted 2 female roommates 
fur spring quarter Wlnlhrop 
South    Call 3924111 
URGENT! 1 female room- 
mstes for spring quarter only. 
Wmthrop South-MO rent 
reduced to 149 per mo. Call 
372-3124 
Wmthrop Terrace now taking 
reservations for summer 
rental 1 and 2 bedroom apt. 
furnished, air cond. and pool 
342-9134 
3-man Wlnlhrop Apt. 
available for summer Call 352- 
*■       •   ,  
Male r-mate for spr. qtr. 3M 
ThursUn Manor.   3924370 
Must sublet tor summer 4- 
man Greenview 194-7249 
Student  housing 4 man fur- 
nished   2   bedroom  units. 
Available June and Sept 352- 
5111 
1F. rm needed spr. qtr. Univ. 
Cts fall aft. 4 3914630 
F. roommate desperately 
needed sp. qtr. 643.79 per mo. 
394-7249 
APTS FOR RENT SEPT. 1, 
1971 M5-per person Call 352- 
9(71 or 394-7731 
Wanted l-t bdrm unl apt. or 
house for couple & Infant 
within 14 miles of BG spr. qtr. 
3514757 
Need 2 men for 4 man apt. 
spring quarter  call  394-7991 
CONSIDERING SUMMER 
SCHOOL? CONSIDER 
FALCON SQUARE APART. 
LOW LOW SUMMER RATES 
3944*41 after I pm 
URGENT need 1 female to 
sublease  apt  for  spring. 
March rent free!   call 2-2(19 
Cindl or Damon 
*m apt to sublease summer 
Ml p-mo. June free!! Call 
392-7971 
Newly    built    1 
apartmente 
t^droom 
3 cutiee In dire need of 
roommate spring qtr. Call 
3524K4 
Two roommates needed at 
Greenview apt call 3924907 M- 
Th after 4 pm for spring 
Male Roommate needed 636 
mo call 352-76S8 
Single or double room apart- 
ment for male student spring 
quarter Very near campus. 
Phone 391-7319 
F. r-mate needed now-epr qtr. 
646 util inc. No lease 3S44*«J 
6-11 pm 
a-m to snhteaar spring and 
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Seeks $36.5 million outlay 
Harvard's 
new look 
ASMCI<M4  fntt «flr«pholo 
This building at Harvard University was seized last weekend by 
some 100 women liberationists, demonstrating what they called their 
own type of "land reform." A lone sentry gives a clenched fist salute 
to photographers as she guards the newly decorated doorway. 
AWOt general exposed 
WASHINGTON (AP) The 
Army's top police officer in 
Europe told Senators 
yesterday a brigadier general 
went absent without leave on a 
long "lost weekend," and 
when found, claimed he had 
been offered a (50,000 bribe to 
take  the fifth Amendment. 
Brig. Gen. Harley L. 
Moore, Provost Marshal of the 
U.S. Army Command in 
Europe, said Brig. Gen. Earl 
E. Cole disappeared in Oc- 
tober 1961 at exactly the time 
his name was being cited in 
Senate testimony in 
Washington in connection with 
alleged corrupt activities in 
GI club and post exchanges 
system in Vietnam. 
Members of the Senate's 
permanent investigations 
subcommittee, trying to 
unravel the story of Cole, wtio 
was allowed to retire from the 
Army last summer, were told 
that at one point a request by 
Moore to follow investigative 
leads in the United States was 
denied unless permission was 
first received from Gen. 
William Westmoreland, Army 
Chief of Staff. 
IN A SERIES OF 
QUESTIONS senators said 
they seek to learn whether a 
potentially serious criminal 
case against Cole was 
"whitewashed" or otherwise 
covered up. 
Cole, former senior club 
and PX adviser in Vietnam, 
was named to head the huge 
European PX system in 
January 1961. 
Documents introduced in 
evidence from Army sources 
have stated that Cole had been 
found to deal in Europe with 
merchants he had known in 
Vietnam and that he pushed 
the procurement of their 
merchandise "in such a 
manner that it appeared all 
but compulsory that such 
merchandise he produced 
from these sources." 
Gen. Moore, describing 
what he called the "Cole 
caper," said that the general 
disappeared on October 10 
after saying he wishes to be 
absent for the weekend to talk 
to agents of the FBI and the 
U.S.  Treasury   Department. 
THIS STORY WAS FOUND 
to be false, Moore said. Moore 
said Cole was finally found in 
the parking lot at the Frank- 
furt airport. 
"Cole stated to Gen. James 
H. Polk that he met three men 
in the Frankfurt airport on 
Friday evening, October 10," 
Moore testified. "These men 
offered him $50,000 to take the 
his mouth shut." 
Cole was to have taken the 
Senate witness stand 
yesterday but it appeared he 
would   not  get   there   until 
Fifth Amendment and keep     today. 
FBI developing system 
on crime data: Mathias 
California man chairman 
of political science dept. 
Dr. Gerald Kigby, chair- 
man of the political science 
department at California 
State Polytechnic College, 
Pomona, has been named 
chairman of the political 
science department here. 
He will assume the duties 
of Dr. Richard Giardlna, 
presently acting chairman of 
the department. 
Dr. Rigby has taught in 
several colleges and 
universities for 10 years, the 
past two years as department 
chairman at Pomona. 
He holds a bachelor's and a 
master's degree from 
Louisiana State College and 
received his doctorate in 1970 
from the University of 
California. 
He has pre viouslyserved as 
a research analyst for the 
Public Affairs Research 
Council, Inc., in Baton Rouge, 
La., and as research coor- 
dinator for the Louisiana 
legislative Council. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Charging the government's 
computerized information 
files hoard "the raw materials 
of tyranny," Sen. Charles 
Mathias said yesterday the 
FBI has quietly taken over 
development of a nationwide 
criminal data-exchange 
system. 
The Maryland Republican 
said Congress should set 
standards to protect In- 
dividual privacy from the 
government's information- 
gathering apparatus. 
Recent events "add up to a 
quantum jump toward a 
national criminal-justice data 
bank- a leap taken without full 
public knowledge or specific 
congressional authorization" 
Mathias said in testimony 
prepared for a Senate hearing 
on government surveillance 
and the right to privacy. 
"It will probably be touted 
as a great advance for law 
enforcement," Mathias said. 
"It may also be be feared as a 
tremendous threat to in- 
dividual rights." 
The Mathias complaint 
involves Project SEARCH, a 
1-state demonstration system 
for electronic analysis and 
retrieval of criminal histories. 
Mathias said the project, 
financed with aid from the 
Law Enforcement, Assistance 
Administration,    had 
SUB-LEASE 
FOR SUMMER 
$150 
AIR CONDITIONED 
2'4 baths, 2 bed rooms 
707 6th St.  352-0321 
Purple Mushroom Sez: H.v.i 
■ict 
Closed Sat. Mar. 20 vacation 
Reopen Mon Mar. 29 
ThshtrpU 
Mushroom. NexttoTO's 
•* £. WmxUr Si 
THANK YOU! 
President   —   Potti Browne 
1st Vice  —  Debby Stanley 
2nd Vice  —  Cheryl Knepley 
Rush  —  Jill Klippel 
Treas   —   Marie Kristoff 
Rush Counc.   —   Sue McDowell 
3etty Grohoske 
Rec Sec.  —  Vicki Thomas 
Corres Sec   — 4(athy Sekely 
House  —  Nancy Edwards 
Scholarship   —   Sandy McCarthy 
Social  —  Sue Maetzold 
Historian  —   Caroline Elton 
Foundations   ■—   Ruth Otterson 
Recomm  —   Diane Wallace 
Panhel  —   Pat Foltz 
For Jobs Well Done 
The Sisters Of Delta Gamma 
Gilligan fights illicit drugs 
COLUMBUS, (AP) - Gov. 
John J. Gilligan yesterday 
proposed a 136.5 million 
outlay-triple the present 
amount - to fight illicit drugs. 
Under present cir- 
cumstances, he told a news 
conference one in 12 Ohio 
youths will become addicts. 
He referred to "the 
frightening    and    growing 
excluded irrelevant and un- 
verified information, and 
permit an individual to learn 
contents of his file. 
Mathias said the FBI was 
critical of an early draft of 
those safeguards. 
Last Dec. 9, he said, the 
assistance agency approved a 
new $1.5-mil lion grant to 
continue the project. 
"I have been advised that 
this brief letter made no 
reference to privacy issues or 
the fate of the standards so 
carefully shaped by the 
SEARCH project group," 
Mathias said. 
Commuter wins 
Florida drawing 
The drawing for the UAO's 
'Fifty For Florida or Fun' 
contest was held Saturday in 
the Cardinal Room, Union. 
The winner was Marlene A. 
Gase, a commuter from 
Fostoria. 
Miss Case's was one of 1500 
entries in the contest. She 
correctly unscrambled all of 
the ten activities that were 
listed on the entry blank. 
The correct answers to the 
contest were campus movies, 
side door, concerts, tour- 
naments, Bahamas trip, 
dances, Mardi Gras, hostles, 
lectures and debates. 
problem of drug abuse" and 
said it is impossible to keep 
drugs out of the country. 
"But we can take the profit 
out of pushing by having 
severe punishments for those 
who provide drugs to our 
youths," he said. 
HE SAID at a news con- 
ference  he   would   ask   the 
Groups debate 
peace conditions 
PARIS (AP) - A group of 
171 American peace workers 
had another meeting 
yesterday with represen- 
tatives of North Vietnam and 
the Viet Cong, in efforts to 
determine the conditions for 
ending the Vietnamese war. 
At the closed door meeting, 
the Americans asked 
questions arising out of a 
similar session they had with 
American officials Monday 
night. 
Allan Brick, spokesman for 
the group, said nothing really 
new emerged in the new 
discussions other than a firm 
reassertion from the Com- 
munist side that all problems 
concerning the war would be 
promptly solved as soon as the 
United States announces a 
date for the total withdrawal 
of its troops. 
Communist represen- 
tatives stressed that a cease- 
fire would be proclaimed 
immediately after the United 
States announces a with- 
drawal date. But they said a 
cease-fire would apply to 
South Vietnamese forces only 
if President Nguyen an Thieu 
and Vice President Nguyen 
Cao Ky have meanwhile been 
eliminated from the govern- 
ment. 
BRICK SAID the exclusion 
of these two men remains an 
esenttal condition for any 
political settlement with 
Hanoi and the Viet Cong, but 
that they remained prepared 
to negotiate directly with 
virtually any Saigon govern- 
ment that did not include 
Thieu and Ky. 
Brick said the peace group 
organized by the American 
Friends Service Committee, 
the   Fellowship   for   Recon- 
ciliation and the Clergy and 
Laymen Concerned about 
Vietnam-''felt particularly 
frustrated" following their 
discussions yesterday with 
U.S. delegate David K. E. 
Bruce and other American 
officials. 
"For most of them it was a 
tremendous anti-climax," he 
said. "They found that any 
kind of personal moral con- 
tract with these officials was 
completely impossible. 
THE GROUP RETURNS 
to the United States next 
Wednesday and plans to hold a 
news conference on arrival in 
New York. 
On Monday, a spokesman 
for the group said it 
erroneously reported that the 
North Vietnamese envoy had 
private talks with Am- 
bassador Bruce. 
General Assembly to nearly 
triple the amount Ohio is 
currently spending for 
education, treatment and 
enforcement programs. 
As he did recently when he 
announced his multi-million 
dollar proposed increases for 
operations of the Ohio 
Department of Mental 
Hygiene and Correction, 
Gilligan made available a 
newsfilm to illustrate his 
program, showing the 
governor talking with young 
narcotics users. It was 
presented to Ohio television 
stations. 
"We have learned in the 
past few years that drug 
addiction is not confined to our 
urban ghettos," the governor 
said. "We have learned that 
drug abuse and drug addiction 
run throughout our society, 
ignoring social and economic 
barriers. 
"And we have learned too, 
that the use of drugs is 
becoming more and more 
prevalent among young 
people. As the use of drugs 
among youngsters increases, 
instances of tragic addiction 
often leading to serious illness 
or even death also increases." 
OHIO, HE SAID, has begun 
to deal with the problem but it 
was only a "meager begin- 
ning." He said the state was 
spending only $200,000 in the 
current blennium for com- 
prehensive narcotics ad- 
diction centers that $13.6 
million was being ap- 
propriated for local agencies 
and that $137,000 was being 
spent by the Department of 
Education fr drug education 
programs. 
Next Monday, he said, "we 
will propose in our budget a 
major upgrading of the state's 
drug abuse programs" 
His program for fiscal 1972- 
73 calls for expenditures of 
$7.2 million for comprehensive 
narcotics addiction centers; 
$21 million in subsidies for 
local programs; $3 million for 
programs in the Department 
of Education and $800,000 for 
the Attorney General's drug 
control strike force. 
IN ADDITION, the 
novel nor proposed that a $4.5 
million contingency fund be 
established to provide mat- 
ching funds for expected new 
drug abuse programs. 
He said his three-part 
program would, through a 
program of education to 
"warn our children of the 
dangers they face when they 
become Involved in the so- 
called drug culture"; 
establish a comprehensive 
program of treatment for 
those already caught in the 
web of narcotics, and lastly, 
include a vigorous program of 
enforcement. 
UAO DIRECTOR AT LARGE 
Applications for UAO Director-at-Large are now available 
at     the UAO office on the 3rd floor of the Union 
(2) UAO Directors-at-Large will be elected in the 
regular student body elections spring quarter. 
Additional information concerning the position can be 
obtained at the UAO Office 
Deadline for applications-is 12 noon Thursday, March 11 
Jackets 
Belts 
Flares 
Bells 
Leathers 
And Other Seat Covers 
is now open 
11-10:00 daily 
at 
Stadium   Plaza 
Girls and Guys 
poste/s 
Shirts 
Vests 
Incense 
Blouses 
what win 
CHERRY HILL 
VILLAGE 
Actually Be like? 
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE 
Will Be An Actual Village Within This Community 
Located at the corner of 
5. College & Napoleon Rd. 
Yoi'll b. With.! Easy Walkiii Distant Fro* Caaipis 
This is the layout of our village.   You can see the 
building thot will accomodate 120 four man opts, 
beginning Sept. 1, 1971.   Included in our village area 
commercial store and a recreation    center with a 
year round swimming   all designed to serve you. 
Stop In To   Our Rental Office At The Corner 
Of S. College & Napoleon Rd. 
Or Call 354-773? or 352-9378 
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Billikens stop Falcons; 
break long win streak 
By Fred R. Ortllp 
AiiiiUnt Sports Editor 
If you're wondering how a 
team can ruin a 13-game 
winning streak, squash its own 
national ranking hopes and 
squander the chance to win 20 
games, the Bowling Green 
hockey team did it all last 
weekend. 
They lost to the St. Louis 
Billikens Saturday night, 6-3, 
then came back Sunday af- 
ternoon to tie, 4-4, in overtime. 
It was almost a perfect way 
not to end an otherwise out- 
standing season, but as it was, 
the team got so high for the 
Notre Dame series the week 
before that the St. Louis series 
was merely an anticlimax 
according to their coach, Jack 
Vivian. 
"After Notre Dame, we 
Just couldn't take another 
series," reviewed Vivian. 
"They could ve sent Oberlin 
out there against us and we'd 
have lost." 
THE LONG SEASON took 
it's toll on the Birds, who 
finished with an 18-12-1 record, 
and they played like it last 
weekend. AU told the BeeGees 
performed unheard of feats 
such as hitting the goal posts 
six times, not scoring on six 
breakways and not cashing in 
on three open nets. They 
simply   weren't   themselves. 
"We just went to the weU 
too many times," said Vivian. 
"We peaked against Clarkaon, 
Notre Dame and Ohio State 
and we Just couldn't peak any 
more. 
Saturday night the all- 
freshmen Billikens, who 
finished their first season of 
hockey with a 9-19-2 record, 
shot out to a 4-0 first period 
lead before the Falcons began 
to skate. It was too much of a 
lead to overcome. 
BG came back in the 
second with a couple of goals 
to cut the lead in half, but John 
Nestic, who skated circles 
around the Falcons all 
weekend by scoring a hat- 
trick Saturday and seven total 
points, tallied a goal at 7:45 of 
the third for the decisive blow. 
Bowling Green, who looked 
like they would come back, 
could not after that. 
In the Sunday matinee the 
Falcons summoned 
everything they could to come 
from behind all day and 
deserve no less than the tie 
they got. 
BG RETALIATED FROM 
1-0, 2-1, 3-2 and 4-3 deficits but 
couldn't quite push over a 
lead. Their best opportunity 
probably came in the last 24 
seconds of regulation play and 
the first 1:36 of the overtime 
when the Birds had a power 
play, but could manage only 
two shots on goal. 
"During that overtime, I 
looked up and down the bench 
for some fresh substitutes but 
they were all glassy-eyed," 
said Vivian. 
Vivian had plenty of praise 
for the yearling Bllllken 
squad. "They're going to be a 
great team," he said. "They 
gave (coach) Bill Salman 24 
full grants and he knew Just 
where to go for the talent." 
Chuck Gyles closed out the 
season in fashion by totaling 
five points in the series, in- 
cluding two of the BeeGees' 
three goals Saturday. 
Pete Badour and leading 
scorer Gerry Bradbury, who 
got the final equalizer at 14:02, 
both kept their streak of 15 
consecutive games scoring a 
point, while Brian Williams 
had two goals and Bruce 
Blyth, Mike Bratley and 
Brandbury each scored once 
In the series. 
DESPITE LAST 
WEEKEND'S misfortune, 
Bowling Green's hockey 
program looks like it's going 
to take a swing upward next 
season. 
The plans caU for St. Louis 
to Join BG, Ohio State and 
Ohio U. In the Mideastern 
Collegiate Hockey Association 
next season and the winner 
would only have the national 
championship to shoot for. 
Before,   the   MCHA   champ 
opinion 
The end of an era 
in the boxing ring 
By Fred R. Ortllp 
Assistant Sports Editor 
There we were sitting in the cramped, 
smoke-filled, staid Toledo Sports Arena 
Monday night. 
Some customers were killing time by 
watching the grade 'C circus flick that 
featured a magician who goofed and 
really sawed his chick In half with a 
power saw. Others filled themselves 
with beer, 75 cent hot dogs, peanuts and 
the like. There was one guy who sent his 
Coke cup down the aisle to have "a twist 
of lemon in my drink, please." 
The activities during the luss were all 
assorted but the folks who Jammed the 
Sports Arena Monday night were 
awaiting with eager anticipation-like a 
youngster in the barber chair waiting 
patiently for his lollipop-for what was 
termed THE FIGHT. 
If anyone who saw It has told you It 
was a lousy fight, they're crazy. If 
anything, the bout proved that both Joe 
Krozier and Muhammad Ali are two of 
the best punching, guttiest and above all 
richest {they both got $2.5 million for a 
little over an hour's work) heavyweights 
ever to step into a ring. 
BOY, DID FRAZIER and AU deliver 
the blows, my friend, and almost In- 
credibly take them. No one would have 
ever thought the fight would go 15 rounds 
with the pace both boxers set in the early 
going. What was even more amazing 
was that pace was kept throughout much 
of the bout. 
The reason the fight was so damn 
good was because you didn't know what 
was going to happen next. The way All 
was Jabbing-Jabbing-Jabbing- Frazler 
with the methodlty of a throbbing 
headache, and the way Frazier was 
slugging away at All's midsectlon like a 
piledriver, almost anything could have 
happened. 
For what was his biggest bout ever, 
Ali certainly didn't show It. In the early 
rounds when Frazler connected to the 
body, Ali would grin his best showman's 
grin and shake his head as If to say, 
My .oh, my. Is that the best you can 
do?" 
It waa downright amusing at times, 
the way All toyed and taunted the champ, 
but to this writer, he appeared to toy arid 
taunt his way right out of the cham- 
pionship to stay and right into flubdom. 
It was not the same Ali who danced 
and pranced in his previous fights; who 
floated like a butterfly and stung like a 
bee. Against Frazier, he stung like a bee 
but floated like an elephant 
MOSTLY  A PLAT-FOOTED boxer 
this time. AU seemed to deliberately let 
Frazier   put   him   on   the   rope*. 
(Ironically, before the fight Ali called 
Frazier a flat-footed amateur.) 
Then he only countered by taunting 
the champ with his open glove. At times 
he looked like he waa giving Frazier's 
forhead a wax job and you couldn't help 
but chuckle because at the same time 
Frazier looked like he was working out on 
the heavy bag and incognizant of the bout 
altoghther. 
AU seemed to say, "I can take your 
punches, so let me have it." It wasn't too 
long before the ex-champ wasn't shaking 
his head and shrugging mild-manneredly 
at Frazier's wUd but connecting punches 
although after standing In one place for a 
time, AU would still break away and 
powder Frazier's head with that potent 
left Jab. 
There were at least a couple of times 
whenAli, who landed many more pun- 
ches than his opponent, seemed to have 
Frazler ticketed for orbit, as he 
prophesized. But the LouisvUle Lip was 
more content to play with the easy-going 
Philadelphian. 
The strategy, if that it was, quite 
obviously backfired. Joe Frazier went to 
Madison ?]uare Garden to fight and win, 
not to play games, fight and win. 
In the eighth round when AU stood by 
the ropes for at least a minute and almost 
deliberately taunted Frazier by playing 
peek-a-boo, Joe finally disgustingly 
grabbed All's arms and pulled them 
toward him as if to say, "Damn it, quit 
playing; let's box." 
THEN CAME THE 11th ROUND and 
the haymaker Frazier delivered to All's 
head that dazed him pitifully. At least we 
thought AU was hurt. He staggered the 
remainder of the round almost 
facetiously-like it was Just a game he 
was playing to psyche out Frazier. 
For in the 12th round when Frazier 
came out for the kiU, a tired but game All 
returned almost to old form, Jabbing 
away at the champ's noggin' like nothing 
happened. 
Obviously, Frazier's wide hook to his 
opponent's Jaw in the 15th was no fluke 
and just sealed what was to be a 
unanimous decision in his favor. 
JOE FRAZIER MET his toughest 
competition and won. Thus, he la 
deserving in every way of the 
heavyweight champioiiship of the world. 
But maybe Muhammad All, who too met 
his best match and lost. Is deserving of a 
better fate. 
It waa AU who saved a dying sport in 
the early 1960'a-like It or not-with both 
his fists and above aU his mouth. He said 
he would win-even predicted the rounds- 
-and his was right. So long as he won he 
could spew aU the hot air he cared to 
spew. 
It was the greatest thing the sport 
ever saw, and now after THE FIGHT- 
supposedly the last for both Ali and 
Frazier, I dare predict the boxing scene 
will gently slip into obacurity-maybe 
even die like it was trying to do before 
Clay-Ali fight it a seven year reprieve. 
It's the end of an era in prize fighting. 
If nothing else, AU's first professional 
loss-not only in the ring but also with bis 
crystal ball dung, only proved that he 
was mortal after all, and merely 
reassured the haman race that you win 
some, low some and others you just get 
rained out. 
could only say they won the 
league. 
The MCHA champ go on to 
play the eighth-place team in 
the Western Conference and 
should the former win, the 
MCHA would be invloved In 
the MCHA playoffs and a 
possible shot at the nationals. 
It's almost as good as actuaUy 
playing in the WCHA. 
That's not the only thing 
that looks bright for the 
Falcons next season. Ac- 
cording to Vivian, the best 
recruiting effort yet Is in the 
process, which means 
Bowling Green should be a 
well-rounded club next 
season. 
"Before, we've always had 
to go with the best hockey 
player we could find." said 
Vivian, "but now that we've 
got the shooters and some 
depth we can be more 
selective and concentrate on 
defense." 
Jam 
pile 
N.w.pho.o by Nail Oil 
The Fighting Irish are on the move again. Paul Galaski saw a lot of 
shots come his way in the two game set. Coach Jack Vivian said his 
charges peaked against the Irish and couldn't get up for the series 
with St. Louis last weekend. 
Matmen place 5th in MAC 
By Dan Casseday 
Spotys Writer 
Ohio University took the 
MAC to no one's surprise 
while Howling Green took an 
unsurprising and un- 
spectacular fifth, place but the 
conference wrestling tour- 
nament didn't go exactly as 
"planned." 
True, three of four 
defending champs retained 
titles for the Bobcats enroute 
to a team total of four, but OU 
didn't run away with the 
championship like everyone 
i thought they would. 
Ohio defeated runnerup 
Western Michigan by fourteen 
points, but the Broncos only 
trailed after the first day of 
competiUon 6646. Then the 
Bobcats must have remem- 
bered they were performing in 
front of the home crowd in the 
Convocation Center, got down 
to business, and erased any 
doubt as to who was best. 
The scoring of the meet 
was: Ohio 69, Western 
Michigan 75, Miami 60, Toledo 
34, BG 19, and Kent State 16. 
COACH BELLARD could 
only say the obvious about the 
Bobcats, "There wasn't any 
doubt in my mind as to who 
was the best team. We (BG) 
ended up close to where to we 
should have been as most of 
our guys had 2-3 conference 
records." 
"Of course I hoped for 
better," he continued. "I was 
disappointed only in that we 
weren't any closer in the 
scoring. However, we still 
probably wouldn't have had 
enough points to catch 
Toledo." 
"The team did as weU as 
they could In aU but several 
cases," he concluded. The 
reference was made In view of 
the fact that the Falcons only 
placed five of a possible ten 
men In the meet, the highest 
being two third places. 
Jim Grelner of Miami was 
the 118 champ, beating 
defending titlist Rich Panella 
of Ohio. Dave Emver of 
Toledo decisioned BG's Tom 
Bowers in the consolation 
finals, giving Bowers fourth 
place. 
At 126 Ron Miller of 
Western Michigan 
disregarded the perfect MAC 
slate of Ohio's Jow Zychowicz 
and claimed 1st. Al Womack 
took fourth behind Dave 
Taylor of Miami. 
"WOMACK nm a fine Job," 
Bellard said. "He Just got 
beat In the consolations (5-4) 
with six seconds to go." 
Ron Junko of Toledo won 
his second straight 134 title 
over Ron Plasman of Miami, 
Bob Mason of Ohio was third 
and Western Michigan's 
Randy Hyde was fourth. 
"lies Arko had a poor 
draw," Bellard explained, 
referring to his faUure to 
place. "Bob Masson, who beat 
him in the first match, was 
winning easily in his next one 
with Plasman when he had to 
default for using an iUegal 
slam. This eliminated Lea 
from the consolation, where I 
felt he would have placed." 
Rich Bacon of Western, a 
champ two years ago, 
upended Greg Morgan of Ohio 
to take 142. Defending champ 
Dan Milkovich from Kent had 
to settle for fourth while Dick 
Munz, in for injured Dennis 
O'Niel, didn't place. 
The 150 champ was BUI 
Saye of Ohio. He finished 
ahead of BUI Warren (Miami), 
Tim Wnltaker (Kent) and 
Steve Taylor (BG). 
OHIO'S BRUCE TRAM- 
MEL defended his 156 title 
with success against Western 
Michigan's Tom Keeley. John 
Ress of BG was fifth. 
Bobcat Bruce Hosts also 
retained his title at 167, 
repulsing the strong challenge 
of   Bronco   Dennis   Buford, 
former 150 champ. 
OU's Russ Johnson took 177 
again, but Jerry "Turtle" 
Norbo surprised with a third 
place. Bronco's Tom Leh- 
man was second. 
Dave Wolfe of BG took only 
a fourth place at 190 when he 
tore rib cage muscles on his 
left side. Western's Steve 
Newman took the title over 
Jim Sheehan of Miami. 
TU's Greg Wojciechowski 
took the heavyweight crown 
as figured by downing huge 
Bronco Roger Rapaport. Tom 
Hall missed placing. He led 
his match 4-2 with 26 seconds 
to go, but lost 5-4. 
Words eye view 
'Always ready 
with a smile9 
By Jack Carle 
Sports Writer 
Whoa/ 
N»wk»l» by L.D.   Fvllamn 
MAC official Gene Bennett looks as If he might be 
doing some pre game exercises but actually he's 
getting ready to tell the official scorer who he "blew 
the whistle on." 
He was always ready with 
a smile or a joke whenever I 
saw him. He spent Saturday 
nights after a home game 
watching movies and trying to 
get ready for the next game. 
He was someone who was 
under great pressure after the 
Jan. 30 game with Western 
Michigan. 
We are speaking of former 
head basketball coach Bob 
Conibear. 
And in the opinion of this 
writer he deserved a better 
fate than the one he got. 
In that Western Michigan 
game BG was defeated by 18 
points in one of their worst 
performances. Then in the 
Falcon's next game against 
St. Joseph's in Philadelphia 
Conibear had a halftime 
conference with University 
President Hollis Moore, after 
losing badly in the first half. 
THE OFFICAL WORD was 
that Conibear resigned but as 
in most situations of this type 
he would probably been fired 
if he had not resigned. 
It seems odd that his fate 
would be in the hands of a 
University President and an 
Athletic Director who have 
been on the job less than a 
year. 
The basketball season was 
a frustration for all concerned 
as the material seemed to be 
there before the sesson 
started. 
But only In the firstMiami 
game did the Falcons really- 
put things together. As is 
usual In BG sports most 
games were close but the 
basketball Falcons were not 
able to pull It out of the fire. 
Coach Al McGuire of the 
Marquette Warriors had some 
good ideas about the hiring of 
coaches in his visit here last 
week. 
'THERE SHOULD be a 
public announcement about 
what you want In a coach. 
Whether you want a machine 
for a team, number of wins, 
whether you want to make the 
player into a better person and 
how you want to represent the 
University." 
"The administration can 
hold someone to a contract but 
a coach can't hold the ad- 
ministration to one." 
"A committee should be 
selected to see about releasing 
a coach. Everyone else has an 
eraser, except a coach." 
AU the time McGuire was 
talking one was thinking of the 
situation at Bowling Green but 
he claimed he did not know the 
circumstances of the Bowling 
Green situation. 
But aU the points McGuire 
made did hit home and maybe 
the hiring and firing of a coach 
should be handled In a dif- 
ferent manner. A committee 
of students, coaches, faculty 
and alumni was formed to 
help select a new athletic 
director and may be this same 
type of committee should be 
formed to consider the 
resignation or firing of a coach 
as well as the hiring of one. 
BUT   THE   DECISION 
rested with the Athletic 
Director Bob BeU and for over 
a week be has been In 
California whUe the recruiting 
situation at home had been 
hampered because of the lack 
of a bead coach. 
But now the decision has 
been made and this year's 
assistant coach Pat Haley the 
new head Falcon coach. 
To Bob Conibear I can only 
say good luck. After Satur- 
day's game he indicated that 
he had made a couple of ap- 
pUcabons for positions but 
that he would have toevaluate 
them before making a 
decision on whether to leave 
Bowling Green or not 
So with the late selection of 
a head coach we can only hope 
some of the recuirting efforts 
can be saved. 
So goes the world of sports 
where a lot of cases a better 
fate was deserved than was 
achieved. 
